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After translating the works of Swiss-German author Robert Walser for decades, Professor Susan Bernofsky has written the first English-language biography
of him.
A Professor Shifts From Literary Translation to Biography
Charco Press is to publish Bolivian writer Giovanna Rivero’s short story collection Fresh dirt from the grave, the first ever English language
publication of her work. World English and Spanish North ...
Charco lands first English language translation of Rivero
The possibility of the Irish Catholic Church choosing to use an inclusive Bible text for its lectionary appears increasingly likely.
Church leaders endorse ‘more inclusive’ Bible translation
One way to bypass language barriers is to recognize the value added by hiring and training bilingual health care providers.
“Enough English” to be at risk
Vice President M Venkaiah Naidu on Saturday received the first copy of the English translation of Thummeti Raghothama Reddy’s book- Terrace Garden:
Midde Thota. The book, originally written in Telugu, ...
Vice President receives first copy of English translation of Thummeti Raghothama Reddy’s book- Terrace Garden: Midde Thota
My Birthmark⎯the critically acclaimed Western Armenian children’s picture book first published in 2010⎯has now been translated into English for the
first time ever.
Penned by author Hasmig Chahinian ...
Cascade Press presents the English translation of Hasmig Chahinian’s My Birthmark
But Ohtani is dragging down Major League Baseball, according to Stephen A. Smith. In an ESPN talk-show rant Monday, Smith threw a high, hard and cheap
one at the Angels’ superstar pitcher and slugger, ...
Stephen A. Smith got it wrong: Ohtani's appeal not lost in translation
I began to be aware of it through an anecdote shared with me by a friend quite a while back. This elderly lady from a deep-rural community went to see
her doctor, who was not Jamaican. He politely ...
Lost in translation?
Mansfield confronts English-speaking readers with a foreign language that ... £60, ISBN 9780521515450 Claire Davison, Translation as Collaboration:
Virginia Woolf, Katherine Mansfield and S. S.
Katherine Mansfield and Translation
What the main French daily newspapers are saying about Monday ... "Get a shot, or stay at home!" would be a rough translation of the front page headline
in left-leaning Libération. The same paper ...
French press: Delta is dangerous, vaccination is vital, pension reform is postponed
As the 121st birthday of French writer Antoine de Saint-Exupery falls on June 29, a Chinese translation of Saint-Exupery: A Biography In China, SaintExupery is most famous for his story The Little ...
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Biography of renowned French writer gets Chinese translation
Chimichanga enthusiasts can rejoice once again as the manga story for everyone's favorite Merc with a Mouth, Deadpool, will finally be getting an
English translation in Spring 2022. The series, which ...
Deadpool Manga to Get Official English Release
Zoom already has real-time transcriptions, but it's limited to people who are talking in English. On a support page, Zoom also makes it clear that its
current live transcription feature may not meet ...
Zoom buys real-time translation AI firm Kites, to expand service beyond English language
Non-English speaking residents interacting with police during ... and that’s when an interpreter gets called upon for translation. “It’s a valuable tool
for our officers, especially if it’s a crisis ...
Scranton plans to make interpretation/translation services available to all City Hall departments
We need to revamp our policies and procedures to guarantee they'll receive language-appropriate materials and care ...
The Health Care System Is Shortchanging Non-English Speakers
Video calling platform Zoom bought a German startup specializing in language translation using Artificial Intelligence.
Zoom will have automatic translation in real time to videoconferences after buying the company Kites
How a Bible edition aimed at right-wing evangelicals has quietly scrubbed references to slavery and "the Jews" ...
When evangelical snowflakes censor the Bible: The English Standard Version goes PC
Final Fantasy 16 producer Naoki Yoshida revealed a few updates on the much-anticipated game, including that the main story scenario is "set in stone"
and that the English voiceovers are almost fully ...
Final Fantasy 16: Story Is 'Set in Stone' and English VO Is Almost Done, But It May Skip TGS 2021
RWS buys patent translation agency, Horn & Uchida of Japan, for GBP 2.3m cash consideration. Brokerage firm Berenberg ups RWS’ price target.
Bankers Bullish as RWS Tucks in Japanese Patent Translation Agency for USD 3m
Writing and translating emergency communications with cultural sensitivity can avoid the potential for unintentional harm.
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